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So many books fill a hundred pages with one idea. And sometimes a hundred
books with the same one. "Free trade" comes to mind, starting with Adam
Smith's convincing homily that if country "A" does something better than
"B", and conversely, then why not specialize and trade with one another?

A simple concept, and often useful. But ..

I wish some Convincing Authority would write a citable book describing the
many ways and reasons that free trade can damage. We have a rich and
documentable history of it, and a thick file of case studies. The Book
would need more than scholarship, but also good prose that subsumes wisdom
into thundering sound, as in "Thou shalt not crucify mankind upon the
cross-roads of commerce!" [Note that W.J. Bryan didn't get elected but won
his point: all 'modern' countries now systematically inflate their currencies.

Slogans are the quanta of policy, not just politics. We need some good
ones. More about this, later.

OK. Let me fall off my oratorical stool and start a list of
ways that free trade can damage.

1. Adam Smith argued, and economists still foolishly continue to argue,
by assuming steady-states. But non-linear, dynamic systems exhibit
poles, cliffs, and chaos. In the real-world economics transients
entail huge costs of wasted capital, both physical and human.

2. It is, in an economic framework, and I think also in an ethical one,
virtuous that "A's" superior product be acknowledged and distributed.
But in no reasonable frame is it virtuous that "A's" price advantage be
based on child- or criminal- or enslaved- or impoverished labor, or on
exploitive environmental destruction. All of these involve externalized
costs that are not born by "B", the consumer. First-world economists
recognize this, and argue against it. Third-world economists assert the
"rights" of emerging nations to behave as badly as their first-world
predecessors. Neither suggest convincing recipes to avoid the abuse.

3. It is intrinsic in economics as well as life that penalties and benefits
are not distributed to the same people. Some win, some lose. Economists
tend to measure in aggregates, however.

It is not a social gain if few win big but many lose small.

We see this acutely in the US right now, with increasing concentration of
wealth, coupled with job loss and declining wages. Such trends, unreversed,
lead to revolutions. Elites are amazingly blind to this.



4. No case can be found of genuinely free trade. None exists. Trade is always
deflected by polity, both economic and military. Free-trade enthusiasts
routinely attribute the acknowledged imperfections, inefficiencies, and
injustices that accrue with "real trade" to the incompleteness of the "free"
part. "Just a little more free, please, and everything will be better."
But it just isn't a good bet to wait for perfection by this route. Bullets
trump trade at every auction.

5. Capital movement and information transfers are now remarkably "more
free" than was so when presently influential economic theorists
were writing their dissertations. But the physical movement of
labor to new jobs is not. When capital flys, labor is left behind.

5. There exists a school of honorable scholars who argue that the only model
that has worked recently to tip societies out of third-world economies is
to allow low-wage labor access into high-wage consumer markets. Examples
are Japan, South Korea, Singapore, India, and ... the elephant now in the
family room ... China. This argument has a defensible moral flavor, and
I am not immune to it. It can be argued plausibly that our global society's
best path out of chronic warfare may require a global middle class. But
I do not see a path to this without a leveling down from the 1st world that
may be equally dangerous.

Please! Let is think about things on a level more profound than the
Chicago School.

I could go on for awhile, and if I achieved more academic discipline than
I've well demonstrated here, then perhaps I could expand these arguments
and cases studies into that Weighty Book. But I am not an Authority, and
who would read it? And I am too flighty and too old to build credentials.

This raises an interesting question: who elects Authority? Is genius so
luminous as to command respect? [Sometimes, but sometimes also with the
faint stink of flim-flam.] Or is Authority elected by those who profit by
it? [Think Alan Greenspan. Sometimes the stink is less faint.]

OK. Time to close, and to offer counter-slogans, sound bites, and
something simple enough for bumper stickers. How about:

"Enjoy free trade! Sell your kid."

Hmnnn. Not yet quite the sonic boom necessary to the task. Your suggestions?


